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A
t press time, privately 
held Bass Pro was close 
to finalizing a $2.97 bil-
lion term loan with 
proceeds earmarked for 
a $5.5 billion acquisition 

of Cabela’s and for the refinancing of debt 
at both companies. 

Bass Pro and Cabela’s, two of the largest 
outdoor retailers in the U.S., both boast 
cult followings, with the typical shopper 
driving more than 40 miles to shop at the 
chains. The combined company will have 
182 storefronts, down from 184 when the 
deal was announced in early October. The 
number of total employees at the emerging 
entity is also likely to fall from the approxi-
mate 39,000 currently working for either 
Bass Pro or Cabela’s as duplicate functions 
are eliminated. 

Based on its own presentation citing 2.2 
percent annual sales growth for outdoor 
merchandise through 2024, a combined 
Bass Pro Shops-Cabela’s will not surpass 
$8 billion in annual revenues until the 12 
months ending September 30, 2019 and $9 
billion in annual sales until five years later 
in September 2024. But gross margins at the 
emerging entity are forecast to remain at 
or slightly above a current 50 percent rate.

Earlier, Bass Pro secured $2.4 billion in 
preferred equity financing from Goldman 
Sachs ($1.8 billion) and Pamplona ($600 
million). The retail deal, the fifth largest in 
the U.S., according to S&P Global Market 
Intelligence, is projected to close during 
the first half of 2017. But it still must secure 
anti-trust approval from the Federal Trade 
Commission. The FTC, which does not 
comment on specific mergers or companies 

unless it is taking legal action, does not have 
a standard time length for an investigation 
nor does it confirm an investigation. 

Those not in financial or banking circles 
got a peek under the hood at the Bass Pro-
Cabela’s marriage when details of a 67-page 
presentation to lenders were leaked to the 
press earlier this month. Bass Pro annual 
revenues, at $3.4 billion, are about 19 per-
cent lower than Cabela’s at $4.2 billion. 

Bass Pro-Cabela’s believes it will be in a 
unique position in the outdoor marketplace 
that insulates it from other retail players, 
including e-commerce giant Amazon, given 
about 70 percent of its merchandise mix 
is exclusive via its own brands, categories 
unable to be sold online (firearms), subject 
to manufacturer pricing restrictions or a 
challenge to sell economically (fishing and 
boating). — Bob McGee

ANALYSIS
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Details on 
what the 
future for 
Bass Pro-
Cabela’s 

might look 
like are 

unfolding.

Putting the Deal in Focus
The retail  

deal, the fifth  
largest in  

the U.S., is 
projected 
 to close 

during the 
first half of 

2017. 

The combined 
company  
will have  

182  
storefronts.

70%  
of its mix is 
exclusive 
offerings.

Bass Pro / Cabela’s
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T
h e  p a r e n t  o f 
Backwoods, which 
filed for Chap. 11 
bankruptcy pro-
tection in early 
November, will pay 
23 critical vendors, 
owed more than 

$1.5 million in aggregate, $275,000 to 
ensure deliveries of key holiday merchan-
dise for its 10 stores spread across seven 
states and two websites in Backwoods.
com and Neptunemountaineering.com. 

The regional outdoor specialty retailer, 
struggling from competitive pressures, 
moved swiftly to ensure delivery of key 
merchandise for the holiday season, which 
has typically accounted for about 30 per-
cent of its annual revenues, which were 
pegged at $18 million in court documents. 
It secured $3 million in debtor-in-posses-
sion financing from GemCap Solutions.

Patagonia, Osprey Packs, sleeping bag 
and tent maker Big Agnes, Black Diamond, 
fly fishing company Howler Brothers and 

sock maker FITS Technologies are among 
the retailer’s identified critical vendors.

Austin, TX-based Jo-Holdings, parent 
of Backwoods, Neptune Mountaineering 
and Dynamic Earth, had until December 
16 to file necessary financial schedules. 
The 43-year old company, headed by 
Jennifer Mull, CEO and president, and 
Brad Jerome, VP–store operations, is 
slated to conduct its first meeting with 
creditors on January 6, 2017. First Chap. 
11 documents suggested the company, 

which employs 150, has total assets of 
$1 to $10 million and a liability range of 
$10-50 million.

In its bankruptcy filing, Backwoods cited 
a tough retail climate amid pressures from 
competitors and online sales. 

Currently, there is no intent to close 
any locations, websites or to change 
Backwoods Adventures, its adventure 
travel division, Backwoods CEO Jennifer 
Mull said in a provided statement. 

Mull said “changing shopping trends 
and consumer behavior, competitive 
pressures from both online and big-box 
retailers, and a number of bankruptcies 
in the outdoor space have contributed to 
an industry-wide weakness,” but stated 
that Backwoods continues “to believe in 
the industry and in our business. 

“We believe with the financial restruc-
turing of the company and several key 
changes in our overall corporate strat-
egy, we will emerge a retailer capable of 
success in this new retail environment,” 
she added. l

Bankruptcy at Backwoods

ANALYSIS

BACKWOODS’  
TOP FIVE 
TRADE  

CREDITORS
 

Patagonia 

$338,330

Osprey Packs 

$112,654

Arc’teryx 

$105,467

Toad&Co 

$93,514

Wolverine 
Worldwide 

$90,736 
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“Changing shopping 
trends and consumer 
behavior, competitive 
pressures from both 
online and big-box 
retailers, and a number 
of bankruptcies in the 
outdoor space have 
contributed to an 
industry-wide weakness.”
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T
he Outdoor Retailer trade show, traditionally 
held twice annually in Salt Lake City, has 
some major changes on its horizon.

The show, together with the Outdoor 
Industry Association (OIA) and Grassroots 
Outdoor Alliance, recently announced new 

show dates that will go in effect in 2018.
Outdoor Retailer Summer Market moves to June 11–14, 

2018, and Winter Market moves to November 12–15, 2018. 
Additionally, Grassroots Outdoor Alliance’s Connect co-locates 
with Outdoor Retailer Summer and Winter Markets in Utah, 
and will be held June 6–9, 2018, and November 7–10, 2018.

Also, Outdoor Retailer is partnering with Surf Expo to 
develop an expo serving market segments and product 
categories that have later-season summer order deadlines. 
Outdoor Retailer will continue to provide a Winter Expo in 
January 2019 to serve market segments and product catego-
ries that have later-season winter order deadlines.

Show executives say the date changes came after “exten-

sive industry wide research.” Input came from key specialty 
retailers, cornerstone brands and segment leaders who 
participated in advisory panels to discuss show cycles and 
best practices. The input from these discussions shaped the 
new Outdoor Retailer strategy. 

Marisa Nicholson, VP and Outdoor Retailer show direc-
tor, noted that the show recognizes its “responsibility to 
produce a platform giving specialty retailers and exhibitors 
the best opportunity to achieve their business objectives. 
This agreement gives credence to that goal and showcases 
that we are all in this together.”

The goal of moving Outdoor Retailer’s shows to early dates 
is to keep pace with the evolution of the order/buy cycles 
and ensure that it serves “as the industry’s launch event — 
introducing the full breadth of product offerings, marketing 
initiatives and educational offerings at the top of the buying 
season. The co-located Grassroots Outdoor Alliance Connect 
focuses on integration between a curated selection of key 
outdoor brands and sales representatives.” l

OR’s Shifting Show Dates

ANALYSIS

2017 

Outdoor Retailer  
Winter Market
January 10-12 

All Mountain Demo
January 9 

Outdoor Retailer 
Summer Market 
July 26-29 

Open Air Demo 
July 25

2018 

Outdoor Retailer  
Winter Market 
January 9-11 

Grassroots 
Outdoor  
Alliance Connect
June 6-9 

Specialty Retailer 
Education Day 
June 10 

Outdoor Retailer 
Summer Market 
June 11-14 

Outdoor Retailer  
Expo @ Surf Expo 
September 6-8 

Grassroots 
Outdoor  
Alliance Connect 
November 7-10 

Specialty Retailer  
Education Day 
November 11 

Outdoor Retailer 
Winter Market 
November 12-15

2019 

Outdoor Retailer
Winter Expo
January

Future Outdoor 
Retailer Trade  
Show Dates:
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CW-X / STABILYX TIGHTS: The 
StabilyX Ventilator three-quarter-length 
tights feature Exo-Web support for the 
hips, core, quadriceps, hamstrings and 
knees, with large Stretch Mesh panels 
over the quadriceps for efficient cool-
ing. The Ventilator panels help reduce 
fatigue from overheated muscles, while 
the Coolmax/Lycra base material wicks 
moisture from the skin to further cool the 
body. MSRP $100.

AVALANCHE / MOSS PARKA 
Insulated with 120 g DuPont Sorona 
renewably sourced plant-based fibers, 
which provide enhanced sustainability 
benefits throughout the value chain, the 
Moss Parka features a DWR finish and a 
plush, high-pile Sherpa lining. Features 
a feminine cut, adjustable drawcord at 
waist and mid-thigh length. MSRP  $120.

KORA / AZOG JACKET
A technical mid-layer jacket with hood that incorporates yak wool’s 
exceptional performance properties in a performance mid-layer. Made 
with Kora’s Stratam 350 dual-layer fabric, it features superfine yak wool 
in a terry loop construction on the inside to insulate in cold conditions 
and wick moisture during intense workouts. MSRP $270.

361 DEGREES / QU!K SHIELD JACKET
The Qu!k Shield Jacket is a breathable and waterproof 
performance piece with 361-Element Blok fabric and con-
struction. Part of a new apparel line that’s full of “Bright 
Lights” and inspired by streetwear design, it heads a “soft 
and hard” collection for those making an active lifestyle 
choice. MSRP  $130.

Yak’s wool
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THANK YOU FOR ALWAYS PUSHING US 
To Be Better.
#MOVEBETTERNATURALLY

SEE WHAT’S NEW FOR SPRING/SUMMER 2017
BOOTH #2119

T o p o  A t h l e t i c  ®  a n d  t h e  To p o  S y m b o l  a r e  t r a d e m a r k s  o f  To p o  A t h l e t i c  L L C .
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HEADSWEATS / RETRO 
BEANIE: This retro-fitted 
Pom-Pom Beanie is made 
of the proprietary techni-
cal fabric Eventure, which 
keeps the head warm 
to start a run and wicks  
moisture as the body 
temperature increases, 
keeping the athlete com-
fortable all during the 
activity. MSRP $25.

CHAOS / ALPIN 
BY CHAOS: The 
new Alpin by Chaos 
headwear collection 
is a snowsport-
specific line that 
translates the 
authenticity of Merino 
wool into a modern 
headwear collection 
for passionate winter 
sport enthusiasts of 
all ages. MSRP $25.
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SUNDAY AFTERNOONS / 
CELESTE BEANIE:
Family-owned Sunday 
Afternoons headwear company, 
based out of southern Oregon, 
is celebrating both its 25th anni-
versary in 2017 and the launch of 
its first knit hat collection. Hats in 
the Constellation Collection offer 
warmth, style, and comfort, and 
are made with a Merino/acrylic 
blend. MSRP $36.

BOCO GEAR / RUNNING HAT: This Technical Running Trucker is a  
combination of the trademarked Technical Trucker and the Elite run 
hats. Made of wicking woven material, its front panels have a soft stiff-
ener to keep the shape like a trucker hat. The back panels are made 
with a lightweight wicking woven material that is laser cut for more ven-
tilation. The updated pliable flat bill can also be worn curved. The hat 
also features an adjustable velcro back closer and can be embroidered. 
MSRP $25.

Merino wool
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The Easy Roaster

A Tougher Tote

These 100% Bamboo roasting sticks are an easy and 
convenient way to roast whatever food you want over 
a campfire. Great for hot dogs, or veggie skewers, but 
best for marshmallows.
• 12 Disposable 100% Bamboo sticks per pack
• Each stick is .24” (6 mm) thick and 30”(76.2 cm) long, coming to a 

tapered point on one end

Coghlan’s Log Carrier is a large sturdy tote for carrying 
firewood or other gear to your campsite. Made from 
durable cotton canvas, and reinforced with polyester 
webbing straps. Great to use at the campsite, or home.
• 100% cotton canvas, with 100% polyester webbing straps
• Closed ends keep debris form falling out
• Strong polyester handles fasten together with a hook and loop closure 

for easier carrying

VISIT US AT ORWM BOOTH #28001
FACEBOOK.COM/COGHLANSGEAR 

TWITTER: @COGHLANSGEAR 
WEB: WWW.COGHLANS.COM

outdoorInsight_dec2016.indd   1 17/11/2016   2:47:50 PM

http://www.coghlans.com
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SUNSKI / MAKANI:
Bright colors, a little attitude, 
and a slight cat eye make the 
Makanis a fresh addition to 
the Sunski line. These polar-
ized shades feature hand 
polished frames and Sunski’s 
flexible comfort fit. Available in 
two colorways. MSRP $55.

BERTUCCI / A-1T 
TITANIUM FIELD 
WATCH:
The classically 
designed field watch 
draws inspiration from 
vintage World War 
II military styles. The 
A-1T comes loaded 
with premium features, 
including a solid tita-
nium Unibody case, 
military-grade nylon-
webbing band and 
super-luminous hands 
and numbering.  
MSRP $190 (nylon band); 

$220 (leather band).

CASIO / PRO TREK 
PRG600Y-1: 
Outfitted with Casio’s 
next-generation 
Triple Sensor Version 
3 Technology, and 
Tough Solar Power, the 
PRG600Y-1 is aimed 
at outdoor enthusiasts. 
This watch includes 
a direction sensor for 
compass readings, pres-
sure sensor for altimeter/
barometer readings and 
a thermo sensor. It is 
low-temperature resis-
tant up -10°C / 14°F and 
water resistant up to 100 
meters. MSRP $320.

Thermo sensor
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POLAR / M200 
RUNNING WATCH:  
Polar’s M200 is a water-
proof GPS running watch 
equipped with proprietary 
wrist-based heart-rate 
technology, 24/7 activ-
ity, sleep tracking and 
interchangeable color 
wristbands. MSRP $149.

LEWIS N. CLARK 
/ SQUEEZE 
WRISTLET:
The brand’s new 
WEA collection of 
items is designed to 
be used for the every-
day, from a business 
trip to class to the 
gym or commuting to 
work. The Squeeze 
Wristlet is ideal for 
holding the essentials, 
such as phones, IDs 
and credit cards.  
MSRP $24.99-$31.49.
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Holds everyday items
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FARM TO FEET / ARLINGTON:
Lightweight, everyday sock with roll-top design for 
all-day comfort. Designed to fit the foot and leg 
and provide comfort in the office or cruising around 
town. The new flat knit Arlington has no welt. Made 
with 22 Micron U.S. Merino wool. Available in eight 
colors. MSRP $16.
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WIGWAM / 
IRONMAN RUN FIT 
PRO: Soft cushion-
ing in the heel and 
forefoot combine 
forces with Ultimax 
patented moisture 
control to “elevate 
your stride to super-
human levels.” 
MSRP $10.

BALEGA / CRAZY CREWS: The 
limited-edition Crazy Crews feature non-
constricting compression bands and extra 
deep heel pockets, providing a secure fit 
while eliminating pressure points and hot 
spots. MSRP $15.

DARN TOUGH / WOMEN’S 
DIAMOND LIFESTYLE 
SOCK:  Soft to the touch, 
yet durable, these lifestyle 
socks combine fine-gauge 
yarns with on-trend designs 
to produce a sock that 
aims to fit “like a perfect 
little black dress.” Made in 
Vermont and guaranteed for 
life. MSRP $22.

Lim
ited edition

®

Don’t let winter 
slow you down.

Check out the 
STABILicersTM Run 
at stabilgear.com

More Grip.
Less Slip.

http://www.outdoorinsightmag.com
http://www.stabilgear.com


OSPREY / FAIRVIEW: Women’s-specific, lightweight, streamlined 
travel pack designed with the fast-moving globetrotter in mind. 
The Fairview harness stows away and deploys quickly. Detachable 
daypack provides additional storage and organization. 
MSRP $180 (55L version). 

ULTIMATE DIRECTION / SKIMO 8: This svelte, 200 gram pack is 
designed for Ski Mountaineering (aka SkiMo). It features a vest-style  
harness and a single back pocket with straps for gear, including a shovel 
and probe. It also has a zippered organizer pocket for keys, ID and blanket. 
Pockets on the front can carry fuel and hydration. MSRP $99.95. 

200 gram
 pack
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Celebrate our 2017/18 collection of hats
and accessories with

The Spirit of Style

S I A  S N O W S H O W  ( # 2 4 2 3 )  J A N  2 6 - 2 9 ,  2 0 1 6  @  D e n v e r  C o n v e n t i o n  C e n t e r ,  D e n v e r  C O

O U T D O O R  R E TA I L E R  ( # 3 0 0 0 1 E )  J A N  1 0 - 1 2 ,  2 0 1 7  @  S a l t  P a l a c e ,  S a l t  L a k e  C i t y  U T
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ON / CLOUDFLOW: Aimed 
at the serious runner, the 
Cloudflow is designed as a light-
weight, cushioned style with a 
smooth transition for an easy, 
effortless run. MSRP $139.99.

TOPO ATHLETIC / FLI-LYTE 2 The Fli-Lyte 
2 offers a soft, highly responsive and flexible 
ride, making it suitable for a variety of dis-
tances and speeds. The foot-friendly shape 
allows the toes to spread and splay, and an 
updated upper mesh offers additional struc-
ture and durability without affecting weight or 
breathability. MSRP $100.

Foot-friendly shape

A-TYPE
ORIGINAL 2-PLY

U.S. PATENTED

NYLON WEBBING

HEAVY-DUTY w/ EYELETS

U.S. PATENTED

B-TYPE

U.S. PATENTED

NYLON WEBBING
C-TYPE

U.S. PATENTED

NYLON WEBBING
D-TYPE

U.S. PATENTED

NYLON WEBBING
E-TYPE

U.S. PATENTED

NYLON WEBBING

DX3  ZULU®

POLYURETHANE
FUSED WEBBING

TRIDURA
ULTRA-DUTY BAND

™

CAMO 2-PLY 2-PLY G10 NATO

A
LEATHER

HEAVY
DUTY

HEAVY
DUTY

HEAVY
DUTY

TYPE B TYPE C TYPE D TYPE E TYPE

G10 NATOMONTANARO AUTHENTIC
POST SCREW ORIGINAL DX3®

LEATHER LEATHER LEATHER LEATHER

HERITAGE

bertucciwatches.com

It’s Pretty Simple... Great Watch, Great Program

#13361     $120 msrp/map
Patrol Khaki™

#13360    
Jungle Green™

#13362
Patrol Olive™
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Outdry gaiter

SCARPA / NEUTRON G:
With its waterproof, stretchy Outdry gaiter, the Neutron G pairs protection for 
winter running with wide fit appeal, medium cushioning and “superb traction.” 
It has a dual-density EVA midsole with a six-millimeter drop (15 to 9 mm) and a 
high-density EVA plate in the forefoot. A synthetic toe cap provides trail 
protection. MSRP $210

YAKTRAX / SUMMIT: Made 
with collaboration from Boa. 
The Summit is a rugged trac-
tion device, created for hikers 
and explorers that “love 
staying close to or past the 
treeline.” Flexible spike plates 
in the heel and toe and an 
easy-to-use security system 
from Boa help to prevent the 
traction device from sliding on 
the foot. MSRP $90.

STABILICERS 
/ HIKE XP: 
Dynamic hiking 
cleat combines 
cleats and a 
rugged tread pat-
tern that work 
together for 
optimum stability 
and traction from 
frozen streams to 
un-groomed trails. 
STABILicers Hike 
XP features an 
adjustable SureFit 
binding system, 
double straps 
and contoured 
insole to provide a 
secure fit.  

MSRP $49.95.
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WOOL FREE PEAK 2 PUB
COMING SPRING 2017

CRAFTED IN THE U.S.A.  SINCE 1905

• CRAFTED IN THE U.S.A.

• PATENTED MOISTURE CONTROL

• FOOT HUGGING FIT

• SEAMLESS TOE CLOSURE

• PURE BLISS
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STANLEY / MASTER 
SERIES: The Master 
Series from Stanley is a 
new collection that aims 
to “reset the industry stan-
dard” for thermal retention 
and durability. The vacuum 
bottles and mugs utilize 
new QuadVac technology, 
which adds a double layer 
barrier to the double wall 
vacuum insulation, locking 
in heat or cold. The four 
layers offer protection from 
convective, conductive and 
radiant energy transfer, 
creating the highest  
thermal retention rates.

MSR / COMMUNITY CHLORINE MAKER: A portable and 
easy-to-use solution for treating contaminated water that can 
cause disease and illness. Using a salt solution and the power of 
a 12-volt battery, the MSR device makes chlorine, which is used 
around the world to safe water. A single device can make enough 
chlorine in five minutes to treat 200 liters of water. The technol-
ogy was developed in 2015 by MSR in partnership with the global 
health innovation group PATH.

MIIR / INSULATED TUMBLERS: Constructed using Thermo 3D Double Wall 
Vacuum Insulation technology, these Tumblers keep cold drinks cold and hot drinks 
hot, and won’t sweat. Built with18/8 Medical Grade stainless steel, the tumblers 
won’t rust or retain flavor. Available in four sizes and colors. MSRP $15.95–$21.95.

VAPUR / DRINKLINK: The Vapur DrinkLink allows you to choose — bottle 
or bladder. Simply click the DrinkLink system into any SuperCap Vapur bottle 
and you go from a hand-held bottle to hands-free hydration. MSRP $16.99.
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P
age through winter issues of Outside or 
Backpacker magazines from 20 years ago 
and puffy down jackets are featured as the 
quintessential way to stay warm. That point 
of view remains unchanged today. Down 
insulation delivers a hard-to-beat warmth-to-

weight ratio and adds comfort in a wide range of conditions.
In the current marketplace, brands are making down jackets 

that cater to a variety of consumer needs. And advancements 
in waterproof down fibers have taken down jackets into new 
markets and applications. 

“People have become very specialized in their activities 
and need apparel that performs in very specific environ-
ments,” says Woody Blackford, VP–design and innovation at 
Columbia. “Whether our consumers are gearing up for arctic 
exploration or need a cozy jacket to wear on a breezy day in 
town, we’re focused on meeting everyone’s needs by offer-
ing a wide range of down options suited for any adventure.”

Down is a versatile insulation that is naturally hydropho-
bic, packs down nicely and is very efficient in holding body 
heat in cold temperatures. “It’s no wonder people have been 
using feathers as an insulation for thousands of years,” says 
Blackford.

The “new” down is not just about big puffy jackets. 
Historically, an 800-fill puffy down jacket was one of the 
most popular garments for winter warmth. Now, the number 
of down product offerings has exploded. Lighter weight down 
sweaters, vests and midweight insulation pieces have arrived. 
Consumers can select different fill weights, face fabrics and 
jackets tailored to specific applications. 

“I think 800 fill power is still the premier, especially 
for the warmth to weight ratio,” says Alex Lauver, product 
manager for technical apparel at Outdoor Research. “That 
said, consumers are tailoring their selection their specific 
geography and needs. You can adapt your insulating layers 
to your specific criteria. It’s the ideal market today for con-
sumer choice. They can shop different fill power, price, and 

JACKETS

Even as Tech Evolves, the Iconic Winter Jacket Remains a Cool Customer. By Lou Dzierzak

TOP
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warmth with ease.” 
Consumers are looking to find the specific product that 

satisfies their own needs. “We are at a point where there are 
a lot of options in terms of fill power as well as product types 
offered in the marketplace,” says Kasie Stroshin, product 
line manager at Arc’teryx, which offers 850 and 750 down 
garments. “Down is and has been for decades an essential 
part of every outdoor persons quiver of jackets. With great 
warmth to weight ratio, durability and longevity it makes 
sense to own a few different pieces that will get you through 
different seasons and activities.”

Consumers of outdoor lifestyle apparel have also embraced 
the puffy down jacket. “Down has become a fashion state-
ment,” notes Greg Thomsen, managing director for Adidas 
Outdoor USA. “The amount of styles you can create with 
down has just exploded. Now down jackets and vests can 
be thinner and still be warm. These products are more 
utilitarian and can be worn around town, in the office and in 
the car. When necessary, you can layer up for colder condi-
tions. You never get too hot or too cold in a down jacket.” 

Down is an option for both the mountain and the street. 
“Some individuals are looking for something they can wear 
on a hardcore expedition, while others need a down parka 
to protect them from icy winters in a city, while others 
prefer a lightweight option to keep them warm post cross-
fit workout,” says Tim Beck, product line coordinator for 
men’s mountain sport at The North Face. “What makes these 
varied applications of down possible is that the warmth-to-
weight ratio of down is far superior to that of its synthetic 
counterparts, so regardless of fill power used in a garment, 
it will still be incredibly warm and packable.”

 “Consumers really do appreciate the value that down 
brings,” according to Steve Adams, senior product line 
manager for outerwear at Mountain Hardwear. “Consumers 
now are looking to have not one jacket, but options depend-
ing on weather or activity. Shoulder season down weights, 
layering pieces, more urban styles, etc. It’s not just the 
heavy down filled puffy that’s in everyone’s closets. We are 
seeing lighter weight jackets with lighter down fill, hybrids 
that mix both down and synthetic insulations, different 
silhouettes.” 

Waterproof Down
Several seasons after new technology introduced the 

concept of “waterproof” down to consumers, the benefits 
are catching on in a more mainstream way.

“The biggest benefit to waterproof down is how it combats 
the insulation structure and weight factor,” says Adams. 
“Waterproof down stops down from absorbing moisture so 
it maintains warmth when wet and it reduces weight gain 
in damp conditions. Waterproof down helps to achieve a 
superior cold, wet weather insulated product.”

A brand such as Big Agnes, with its  DownTek water 
repellent down, now can have more freedom with material 
choices because “we aren’t tied to waterproof shell fabrics 
to protect the down,” explains Big Agnes co-founder Len 
Zanni. “By using DownTek, our down products perform 
in wet conditions, where before consumers would have 
to seriously consider a synthetic alternative. This allows 
our apparel to be used in many more types of conditions.”

Shifting weather patterns are one reason that consum-
ers are looking for versatile jackets that will keep them 
warm and dry in a variety of conditions. “We’re based in 
Portland, OR, where waterproof down jackets are growing 
in demand due to the cold, wet weather,” says Blackford. 
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Big Agnes Porcupine Hooded 
Pullover, MSRP $239.95.

The North Face Women’s 
Morph Jacket, MSRP $249.

Arc’Teryx Cerium LT Hoody, 
MSRP $379.

Outdoor Research Floodlight 
Jacket, MSRP $395.

Adidas Outdoor Nuvic Heather, 
MSRP $179. 

Adidas Outdoor Terrex 
Climaheat Agravic, MSRP $349.
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“At Columbia it’s important to offer a variety of jackets to fit 
those needs — we’ve found consumers respond extremely 
well to waterproof down technologies as it offers comfort for 
a wide range of activities.”

Skeptics
While waterproof down is being used in more applications, 

some brands still express some skepticism about the ben-
efits. “Waterproof down has certainly allowed the industry 
to stretch the performance boundaries for down garments,” 
says Lauver. “Additionally, it’s revived the market segment 
with something new. Certain brands have adopted it and 
some have not. Some have chosen to pursue an integrated 
system in place of trusting treated down. Our Floodlight 
Jacket is an example of an integrated system.” 

Jeff Dorton, director of materials commercialization at 
The North Face, says, “For the apparel/outdoor purist, they 

don’t really like additional chemicals on the down to begin 
with. When it started a few seasons ago everyone loved the 
idea. And then after thinking about it, down is a mid-layer 
in many cases and having a water-resistant version doesn’t 
really make sense. Over time you’ve seen the demand drop 
for apparel down to nothing. Where it has gained interest 
is in the trailhead bag space where the car campers think 
it has benefits to them and they don’t mind, it’s perceived 
as a value add. That’s where it is today.” 

Waterproof down is “not a substitute for a Gore-Tex 
shell protecting the down,” says Thomsen. But, he adds, 
“it is more useful for perspiration. If you sweat heavily the 
waterproof down will prevent the down from collapsing. 
We don’t see waterproof down as a reason to buy or not to 
buy. It’s seen as an additional product feature. As long as 
waterproof down doesn’t make the jacket heavier or reduce 
the loft of the down, there’s no disadvantage.”  l

JACKETS

By paying 
attention 
to design 
process, 
designers can 
make repairs 
easier and 
potentially 
less frequent.

O
utdoor consumers are paying closer 
attention to the way manufacturers 
source down feathers. By investing in 
tracking systems and improved vendor 

relationships, many brands can now trace a jacket’s 
down feathers to the original farm. 

The Responsible Down Standard is an 
independent global organization that works with 
supply chain companies to protect geese and 
ducks in sourcing down feathers. Brands such 
as Adidas Outdoor, Outdoor Research, Mountain 
Hardwear, Arc’Teryx and Columbia have embraced 
the standard.

“Consumers are paying attention, our friends at 
Downtek are paying attention, and so are we,” says 
Len Zanni, of Big Agnes. “We are committed to 

using sustainable products wherever and whenever 
possible and we believe in using only down that 
comes from ducks and geese that were treated 
ethically, so we have committed to the Responsible 
Down Standard. All of the down Big Agnes 
purchases for our products comes from an RDS 
Certified supplier.”

Adidas has been managing the down supply 
chain for a long time. “Starting next year all Adidas 
jackets will be labeled with the RDS (Responsible 
Down Standard) controls that can trace the down 
back to the from the farm it came from. We’re 
committed to ethically harvested and managed 
sources. In the future, people will see this as a more 
important reason to buy,” says Greg Thomsen. 

Beginning with its Fall 2016 product line, 

Columbia is using 100 percent Responsible Down 
Standard certified natural down. “In the last few 
years consumers have become very aware of the 
impact their purchases have on the environment. 
We agree and value ethical, sustainable 
manufacturing practices,” says Woody Blackford.

Kasie Stroshin, product line manager at Arc’teryx, 
says, “Since the beginning of the Arc’teryx down 
program, our down has been sourced from a 
supplier dedicated to responsible sourcing. Allied 
Feather & Down, was an early industry leader with 
procedures in place to prevent live plucking and 
force-feeding (used for foie gras production). As 
of the Fall 2016 season all down used in Arc’teryx 
products is Responsible Down Standard (RDS) 
certified.” l

Columbia OutDry Extreme ECO 
Down Jacket 

Big Agnes Women’s Willow Hooded 
Pullover, MSRP $239.95. 

Adidas Outdoor Terrex 
Climaheat Agravic MicroDown

Mountain Hardwear PackDown 
Jacket, MSRP $225.

RESPONSIBLE DOWN
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Thanks to the innovative and ever-advancing technologies  
of Microban, clothing, footwear and gear stay fresher longer.
 
Be sure to check in at our “Science and Solutions of Odor 
Control” workshop January 10 @ 11 am in the Trend and 
Design Center (#155-501) and catch the first scent on odor 
control technologies from Microban. 
 
Come visit our Fresh Bar to take the sniff challenge and 
see how we’re leading the way with anti-odor innovations  
that merge seamlessly into your systems.
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Khombu Eagle Black

Timberland Women’s Flyroam Hiker



I
t’s all about covering your bases 
— and making sure you’re staying 
focused. For Fall ’17, brands are 
putting an emphasis on great value 
and shoes that work for every kind 
of winter weather (including the 
winters that aren’t.) And with that 
in mind, athletic crossover style 
and function is only getting more 

pronounced. Here, the trends that matter. 

Sneaker Style
The bleed of athletic tech and styling 

into the outdoor world is only getting more 
pronounced, brands say, with a number 
showing Fall ’17 looks that borrow not 
only the tech but the overall look of the 
sneaker world.

“We’ve seen the strict heritage trend 
giving way to unexpected combinations,” 
said Gregg Duffy, senior director for per-
formance footwear at Timberland. “For Fall 
’17, there’s this cross-linking of features 
and functionality and how that combines 
with sneakers and both worlds are feeding 
off of each other.”

Duffy said the Stratham, NH-based 
brand’s new Flyroam collection is a per-
fect example. The two-style collection (a 
men’s leather boot and a women’s hiker 
style) feature leather and nubuck uppers 
with the stitching and hardware details 

that are Timberland’s trademark. But the 
outsole features the brand’s new AeroCore 
technology, a lightweight PU foam with 
ultra-high rebound and an aggressive, sleek 
outsole that would look at home on any 
sneaker. And Duffy said that throughout 
the line, details like Lycra collar linings and 
moulded TPU heel supports signal further 
blurring of the lines. 

“Now it’s not just about the sole and 
bottom unit, it’s all the functionality,” he said. 

Fellow VF brand The North Face is 
on board. This fall, the redesigned $130 
Mountain Sneaker will launch with the 
brand’s XtraFoam midsole, that features 
a core of EVA compound with a firmer 
EVA ring around the exterior for comfort 
as well as stability.

But Luke Schnacke, product, marketing 
and e-commerce director for Portland, 
OR-based Hi-Tec Sports, cautions that while 
the line between sport and outdoor may 
be blurring, it’s possible to go too far with 
bright colors and sneaker styling. 

“We see an abundance of product on 
close-out; even the brands with large con-
sumer influence suffered,” he said. “We 
believe products need to be familiar to the 
outdoor audience in order to entice them, 
with silhouettes they already understand, 
and then surpass their expectations by 
bringing athletic influence into these by 

delivering added benefits over the previ-
ous models.” 

For Hi-Tec, that’s meant adding traction, 
protection and comfort — the $100 Vlite 
Wildlife Mausin for men has a neoprene 
bootie construction, and the new $100 
Wildlife Lux style for men and women has 
a more traditional boot upper but married 
to an athletic outsole with a waterproof 
membrane construction and premium 
leather. 

Climate Control 
With winter more unpredictable than 

ever, brands are coming out with options 
designed to work through any weather 
patterns. 

“Mother Nature doesn’t always cooper-
ate, and insulated can be a challenge to 
sell,” Christian Mason, sales director for 
Bozeman, MT-based Oboz said.

For Fall ’17, Mason said, Oboz is plac-
ing bets on both ends of the spectrum by 
building on the 200g Thinsulate insulated 
boot program the brand launched this 
year. On one end, the brand is launching 
a men’s slip-on style, the $135 Big Sky Low 
with 100g of Thinsulate — “We’ve been jok-
ingly positioning it as the global warming 
shoe to at least spark a conversation and 
get people thinking,” he said. They’re also 
launching the beefier Bridger $195 9-inch 
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3 Key Trends Moving the Market   
Heading into Fall 2017.

FOOTWEAR

By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry
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(for women) and $199 10-inch (for men) styles that 
both feature 400g of Thinsulate: “On other hand, 
if we get nuked on we’ll be ready,” Mason said. 

Brandy McCarty, SVP of global sales and brand 
strategy for the Eastman Group, parent company 
of Khombu, said warmer winters are a big concern 
for the brand. 

“When you’re a seasonal business, you are 
hyper sensitive to it — and not only in the daily 
temperatures, but you see it play out at retail,” 
he said. “When you see what’s going on with the 
snowpack at all those places, it affects every piece 
of the industry. 

From a product standpoint, he said, Khombu is 
leveraging fashion to create boots that work in all 
kinds of weather, from “September to March,” he 
said. For the Fall ’17 line, he said, the brand focused 
on style-conscious silhouettes like booties, as well 
as using giving the styles a more casual, everyday 
feel with more brown tones, but pairing them with 
performance features like waterproof and water-
resistant suedes, and linings that wick moisture 
when the feet are warm, but keep it away when the 
temperature drops. The fashion-conscious looks, 
he said, will play an increasing part in the collec-

tion: they’ve grown from nothing to 15 percent of 
the line already. 

Adding more fashion to its offerings is a key part 
of the Bearpaw strategy as well. 

Denise LeMons, designer for the California-based 
brand, said the more streamlined Slim Tread and 
Slim Tread Wedge collections offer a more flattering, 
wearable silhouette for women’s shearling boots. 
In addition, she said, angled top cuts, burnished 
hardware and strappy and braided accents give 
the boots wear-everyday potential, even as the 
Rust-Oleum NeverWert treatments make the boots 
weatherproof. 

Keep It SImple
Features may rule, but a stripped-down aes-

thetic that doesn’t shout about the tech inside is 
a big attribute in attracting younger consumers, 
brands said. 

“We’re trying to be more gimmick-free,” said 
Tony Post, founder and CEO of Newton, MA-based 
shoe brand Topo Athletic.

“It’s not that consumers don’t want all the tech-
nologies — they just don’t want them called out,” 
agreed Lance Taylor, U.S. commercial manager 

for footwear at Ogden, UT-based Salomon. “They 
want a sleek approach.” 

For Salomon, that’s meant engineering new shoes 
like the Sense Pro Ride trail runner with fully loaded 
outsoles and midsoles — the brand just isn’t calling 
it out. The midsole, for example, contains Opal, the 
proprietary encapsulated cushioning compound 
designed to reduce vibration and fatigue Salomon 
debuted for Spring ’17. The material isn’t called 
out anywhere on the shoe, and there aren’t any 
windows on the midsole or outsole to show it off. 

Topo’s Post added that following a streamlined 
approach helps the brand hit attractive, value-
conscious price points. 

The brand’s Hydraventure trail shoe, for example, 
has a full-length rock plate and rubber sole and a 
one-piece waterproof upper that melds the upper 
mesh, the lining and the waterproof membrane — 
and retails for a competitive $130. And for all its 
styles, Topo’s design ethos carries a less-is-more 
aesthetic. 

“We want to limit the number of acronyms and 
just boil it down to the essential ingredients,” Post 
said. “We can deliver a simpler message and we 
also deliver a better price point.”l

FOOTWEAR

Hi-Tec Men’s Vlite Wildlife Mausin

Oboz Women’s Bridger
Salomon Outpath Pro GTX

Bearpaw Camila

Hi-Tec Women’s Wildlife Lux 

Khombu Slovene
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100% AMERICAN

COMFORT COMPRESSION USING LYCRA® FIBER
 Minimize foot fatigue using the leading elastic fiber.

3-D ACTIVE KNIT TECHNOLGY™
Reduces weight without sacrificing warmth and air flow.

REINFORCED WRAP AROUND
For extra comfort and support for walking and pivoting.

WOOL2 TOE BOX
Extra wool for warmth with seamless toe closure.
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M
ost core outdoor consumers know the benefits 
of Merino wool. But, says Molly Cuffe, global 
brand communication manager at Smartwool, 
“there is also a group of consumers who haven’t 
crossed over that hurdle yet. Some haven’t had 
the opportunity to experience wool in the way 
core outdoor consumers have. Once a consumer 

gets to a rack in the store and they see the look, feel and style of the 
product and find out that the product is merino wool they are surprised 
and delighted by that discovery.”

Consumers are looking for products that perform and Merino wool 
does that. “It is a natural performance powerhouse providing warmth, 
moisture management and breathability,” says Jennifer Dasler, design 
and merchandising manager at Ibex. “Merino is naturally antibacterial, 
so it spends less time in your washing machine and more time outside 
playing without the stink.”

Still, synthetic baselayers have retained a crowd of loyalists. “Wool 
has grabbed the attention of the market, but there is still a divide in wool 
lovers and synthetic lovers,” says Jess Rogers, product line manager, 
baselayer/trail running, at Patagonia. “Education is key for customers 
understanding the true benefit of a wool rich product versus a blend 
versus a full synthetic.” 

Some brands report that wool seems to 
be leveling off. “Perceptions of synthetic 
baselayers have changed somewhat as 
well,” says Steve Lee, VP–sales for Hot 
Chillys. “We felt synthetics got a little bit 
of a bad rap as part of the surge in wool 
baselayers. With wool simmering down, 
synthetics are being more accepted again. 
Synthetic baselayers are still the dominant 
solution in the outdoor, sporting goods 

and winter sports markets. We believe a blend of wool and synthetic 
provides the best solution for those consumers that want the warmth of 
wool but also still want the moisture management characteristics that 
wool alone can’t deliver.”

Picking Just One
Traditionally, baselayers have been offered in lightweight, midweight 

and heavyweight options. Are consumers purchasing separate weights 
for specific applications or looking for one piece fits many versatility?

“Most consumers are seeking versatility with their purchases as they 
continue to be versatile with their outdoor activities. You will find the 
majority of sales in the light- to mid-weight baselayers that can cross 
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1. Terramar QZIP  
2. Icebreaker LS Crew   
3. Terramar LS Crew  
4. Mission Men’s Baselayer  
5. Terramar Men’s Thermawool  
6. Icebreaker Men’s Legless 
7. Mission Men’s Baselayer   
8. Terramar Baselayer Pant

WOOL?  
SYNTHETICS? 

GETTING  
BEYOND 

THE BIASES.
BY LOU DZIERZAK
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“After they get 
the garment 
home, they fall 
in love with 
it and they 
realize the 
versatility of 
the garment.”
MOLLY CUFFE, SMARTWOOL 

more readily between multiple outdoor pursuits,” says Dasler.
“We are seeing versatility as being key in this market, regardless of sport 

or activity, having a go-to baselayer piece from a trusted brand tends to 
remain the trend. In colder markets, this will shift, but on a whole consumers 
are purchasing a few core pieces to do a variety of activities,” says Rogers.

Josh Shaw, CEO at Mission, notes, “Historically, the sport-specific baselayer 
offerings have been driven by the weight of the baselayer to accommodate 
the sport environment and climate associated, but that’s over now.” He 
adds that his brand’s offerings “provide a superior dynamic solution to 
meet all of their training and competitive needs in one garment.”  

Consumers have a plethora of baselayer options, and in the outdoor 
world, the consumer generally knows what he or she wants. 

“Our consumers tend to shop with a specific purpose in mind,” says 
Cuffe. “After they get the garment home, they fall in love with it and they 
realize the versatility of the garment. Even though consumers shop for 
specificity, they tend to dress for versatility.”

“We see two buckets on how people are choosing baselayers —high 
aerobic, less aerobic,” points out Koppes. “There are features designed 
for each bucket, such as zoning of different materials that allow movement 
or dumping heat. There’s also an aesthetic quality for people who are in 
high aerobic activities want the visual cues that say I look and feel fast and 
sense the product is working for me.”

While outdoor enthusiasts may buy baselayers for a specific application, 
versatility still plays an important role. “There was a time when there 
were a zillion companies making garments for a zillion different sports. 
Then there was a shift to more crossover products that could be used for 
a variety of sports. Skiing is a perfect example of that. The same could be 

said for winter running,” says Tom Mendl, VP marketing at Terramar Sports.
“People are looking for base layer products that can be foundational and 

work great for many different activities,” says Rogers.

How does it Fit?
The definition of fit has blurred. Once limited to basics of small, medium 

and large, fit options include length, shape and how tight the garment fits. 
Hang tags note athletic fit, relaxed fit and more. 

“Fit standards continue to evolve as new fibers, fabrics and technologies 
enter the market. New product development is driven by advances in raw 
materials and manufacturing techniques. Different companies cater to 
different consumers. The more technical companies offer slimmer, more 
athletic cuts. The less technical companies offer more generous cuts for 
the masses. Both work for their markets,” says Mendl.

The baselayer market has been evolving over the past decade, especially 
with new brands and non-traditional outdoor/base layer brands entering 
this space. “We’ve seen influxes from core sports brands, leading to some 
shifts in the younger demographic of consumers to move towards more 
form-fitted pieces. Our core demographic and the majority of the market still 

BASELAYERS

1. Hot Chillys Women’s Midweight
2. Hot Chillys Women’s Merino
3. Hot Chillys Women’s Performance Hooded Pullover
4. Icebreaker Men’s Zone Half-Zip
5. Icebreaker Women’s Zone Half-Zip
6. Craft Sportswear Active Intensity Baselayer
7. Ibex Women’s Woolies 1 Crew Stripe
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prefers a slim fit, especially when it comes to technical and more 
performance garments built for warmth, moisture management, 
extended length use for outdoor activities,” says Rogers.

“There’s a paradox of choices for the consumer. There’s a 
broad evolution of fit. Tops have gotten longer in the body and 
leggings can’t be baggy. The Athleisure explosion has changed 
the perception about the way leggings should fit. People expect 
base layers to look sleek and not like an old pair of thermal 
underwear,” says Koppes. 

While brands work to offer consumers appropriate size and 
fit options, there’s some skepticism that consumers are actually 
looking for more than the familiar small, medium and large.

“There isn’t a demand for fit standards specifically from 
consumers. This is more from manufacturers who create the fits 
to embellish the features of their products. The ‘fits’ are accurate 
and do benefit the consumer for various uses and functions. 
We don’t see where new fits are necessarily being asked for,” 
says Jerris Greenblat, director of design and merchandising 
for Hot Chillys.

“Consumers are seeking to better understand the apparel 
industry sizing chart. The role vanity sizing has played within the 
apparel industry has many consumers perplexed when shopping 
between brands,” says Dasler. “We continuously review our fit 
standards and conduct product testing in the field to get that 
subjective feedback that can be crucial for that last detail. We 
also take care to review competitor fits to try and balance our 
fit within the apparel industry. There is great opportunity for 
the outdoor and fashion industry to progress forward using new 
technologies like 3D body scanning to refine industry standards 
on apparel fit to benefit our consumer.” l
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we respect cold.

then we 
laugh at it.
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T
echnology is evolving fast 
in the headlamp category, 
but simplicity and features 
that focus on safety and 
usability are leading the 
way.

Fast-paced advancements in LED and 
battery technology have created less 
expensive headlamps with more fea-
tures, functions and power. Headlamp 
designers are adding more options and 
functionality with every model update. 
Feature lists have expanded to include 
adjustable beam, high beam, low beam, 
red light, flashing lights and more.

“We’re adding smart fea-
tures so that the headlamp 
auto-communicates a run-
ner’s presence to oncoming 
traffic in dynamic ways, 
like the Auto-Strobe fea-
ture in our current Halo 
Fire & Nebula Fire Runners’ 
Headlamps,” says Jim 
Frazier, VP–product for 
Nathan. “We’re also seeing a 
future where programmable 
lighting is standard and the 
user decides what level of 
light combinations, outputs 
or run times they want for 
their adventure.” 

There is also a trend 
toward “simplified lights,” 
says George Chevalier, 
product  manager  a t 
Princeton Tec. “People 
want small, compact lights. 
Generally, the smaller and 
lighter the headlamp, the 
less noticeable it is when 
using or carrying. Lighter 
and low profile means a 
more stable light, too. A well designed 
product is one whose operation does 
not take your attention away from the 
task at hand, and our approach on both 
of these lights accomplishes that goal.”

Russell Borne, brand manager at Snow 
Peak USA, notes, “We find that people 
favor dependability and simplicity. Classic 
shapes and lines that stand the test of 
trends are what we strive to promote.  
We talk about finding the right amount 

of technology. Of course there are LEDs 
with crazy high output today, but we 
look for the brightness that is actually 
comfortable to be around.”

Other brands echo this move towards 
simplicity and safety. Based on its under-
standing of the market, Light & Motion 
has taken some features away. “We’ve 
removed flash mode from all of our 
products,” says CEO Daniel Emerson. 
“Consumers think that function makes 
them safer, when it really doesn’t. We try 
to educate people and show them a con-
sidered design that will make them safer, 
visible and allows them to respectfully 

share the road with others. 
Just because technology 
can do something, that 
doesn’t mean you should.” 

Consumers are often 
barraged by brands tout-
ing how many lumens a 
headlamp/lantern offers. 
As lumens increase, bat-
tery life decreases. Many 
of the best designs will 
incorporate a lens that is 
tuned for specific activ-
ity. “It is not always about 
lumens — beam angles and 
adding peripheral light 
to the illuminated area 
allows us to build head-
lamps that provide better 
overall illumination of the 
intended field,” notes Joe 
Skrivian, equipment techni-
cal director–lampsat Black 
Diamond. “The best designs 
are lamps that offer beam 
choices, rather than simply 
taking a focused beam and 
merely dimming it down 

for reading, cooking, etc. From our field 
testing, it seems that the preference is 
to have the user control the light output 
selection rather than an automatic sens-
ing system.” 

Keese Lane, who heads digital mar-
keting at Petzl America, notes that long 
lists of features and functions may not 
reflect true product quality. “All of the 
buzzwords that can be put on a package 
can be gamed,” says Lane. “You can make 

Lighting
Safety and Function Combine 
as Design Gets Smart.

HEADLAMPS

the WAY

TOP 3
TRENDS

Simplicity 

Compact & 
Lightweightt

Intuitive 
Control 

Zion Bouldering, Princeton Tec

Night runners, Nathan

Trail run at night, Princeton Tec

Campground lights, Princeton Tec Helix
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a 4000 lumen headlamp that meets that level for 
the first two seconds when it’s turned on, then 
immediately shift down to 15 lumens. The consum-
ers are becoming savvy enough to understand 
that quality really matters. Quality design from a 
trusted manufacturer means more to a consumer 
than marketing buzzwords.”

Design Solutions
“Our customers are continuing to drive new 

design solutions that help them run longer, and 
with greater visibility, through the night,” says 
Frazier. “Runners are looking for more comfort-
able, ergonomic solutions that are smaller and 
weigh less, but produce increased light output 

appropriate for running. These sport-specific 
functional add-ons make the whole experience 
more enjoyable.” 

Overall, lighting brands are addressing consumer 
concerns and making operations more intuitive, 
efficient and effective. “In our focus groups we 
don’t ask people want they want,” says Emerson. 
“We ask people what bugs them, what they are 
afraid of and what they don’t like. It’s much easier 
to get a clear answer of what they don’t like than 
what they think they want.”

As customers are getting a better feel for what 
they need out of a headlamp, they often want 
more intuitive control,” says Chevalier. “In the 
near future there will be more lights with user 

configurability added to them. Customers are 
starting to not only want customizable options, 
but to see some of the same technology in their 
other electronic devices to be available in their 
headlamps.” 

The next step is for users to have total control 
over it the lights they select. “With Bluetooth 
enabled lamps the user can make the decision to 
increase the lifespan of their battery or increase 
their lumen output in real time from their phone,” 
explains Lane. “We aren’t afraid to push new 
technologies that consumers aren’t demanding 
but being at the forefront of lighting we can see 
what electronics and battery options we can offer 
to consumers that they will really enjoy.”

1. Black Diamond IOTA, MSRP $39.95.
2. LED Lenser XEO 19R, MSRP $330.
3. Nathan Zephyr Fire 100 Hand Torch, MSRP $45.
4. Snow Peak SnowMiner, MSRP $ 49.95.
5. Light & Motion VIS 360 RUN, MSRP $110.

1

5

2 3

4
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By Aaron H. Bible 

D
on’t let the name fool you. Pack Rat 
Outdoor Center in Fayetteville, AR, is 
much more than some kind of hole 
in the wall. Far from it.

Scott and Carolyn Crook opened 
the one-door operation back in 
1973, unable to secure the gear 
they needed to support their 
passions for backpacking and 

paddling anywhere else in Northwest Arkansas, long before the 
days of the World Wide Web. 

Over the last 43 years, the shop has continued to thrive, 
building slowly with the support of the perhaps lesser-known 
but extremely committed outdoor community of the region —
where hiking, backpacking, canoeing, mountain biking, and fly 
fishing enthusiasts find an ideal setting to ply their crafts. 

The 15,000-square-foot hand-crafted, solar-powered log 
building – built with logs from nearby Kootenai National Forest, 
standing dead from a forest fire many years ago, and added on 
to over the years – provides the perfect backdrop for one of the 

great remaining independent specialty retailers in the country.
“Because the Crooks were able to build the building with 

as many sustainable sources and methods as possible, they 
have continued doing their part by adding solar panels on the 
roof,” said Chally Sims, manager of Pack Rat Outdoor Center. 
“On a sunny day the panels generate enough energy to run 
everything in the store and feed extra back in to the grid.” Sims 
says the Crooks take great pride in the staff’s efforts to generate 
as little waste as possible by reusing, recycling and composting 
whenever possible.

“I realized that we needed to help save the places that all of 
us like to play, so decreasing our footprint on the planet seemed 
like a good idea. Plus it has saved us money” says Carolyn 
Crook. “This past month our electric bill was zero dollars, so it 
saves us a cost.  We also have staff who are focused on what we 
can do, so that is helpful.”

The store is as renowned for its retail feasibility as it is for 
its unique construction, crafting a regional outdoor specialty 
monopoly of sorts in an area with a relatively small, but active, 
population base by playing off the strengths of its ownership 
and staff. In an era when specialty remains as challenged as 
ever, Pack Rat seems to be the little guy doing things right. 

Pack Rat Outdoor 
Center is well known 
for its sophisticated 
merchandising and 
outstanding outdoor 
product selection.

RETAIL

Pack Rat Outdoor Center Defies the Odds with Strategic Growth  
and Profitability through Good Old-fashion Customer Service.

A Midwest Gem
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Trade Show Consumer Expo
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apparel, wearable technology,  

and accessory brands.

An opportunity for brands  
to connect and interact 

with VIP consumers.  
Host retailer: Runner’s Depot.

sportstyle®

the show

blending sports and style

The sportstyle name was chosen because it captures the strength of performance sports as well as the lifestyle 
aspect of the active category that is driving its expansion. The sportstyle show will include activewear, footwear, 
accessories and technology and the conference will focus on key business topics to our retail attendees. We will 
invest heavily in its growth with increased marketing, including the Third Annual RIA Summit and the addition 
of a one day Consumer Expo which will attract VIP shoppers from South Florida’s active, affluent market. 
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Footwear sales make up about 10 to 20 percent of total 
business for Pack Rat, depending on the season — sandals 
in the spring and summer and early spring and fall for hiking 
and socks. 

Footwear brands customers will find at Pack Rat year 
round include Vasque, Oboz, Lowa, Asolo, Merrell, Salewa, 
Keen, The North Face, La Sportiva, OluKai, Chaco. OluKai 
and Chaco, which make up mostly casual styles, while 
hiking styles from the rest of the brands are fairly equal in 
representation. 

“This mix has changed over the years as we find success 
with one brand or another, or find our business needs don’t 

align with others, so we move on,” says Sims.
“Business has certainly had its challenges over the years,” 

Sims adds. “What we have done to set ourselves apart from 
other stores in the area is to offer quality gear, clothing and 
footwear, personalized services like educational clinics in 
store and on the trail, water and rock, and to stay focused on 
quality, honest customer service.”

Coming into the winter season, Pack Rat employs 13 full-
time staff members and eight part-time.

“Samantha, our shoe buyer and Chally are very focused 

on getting the proper fit and item for what the customer 
plans to do,” said Crook. “Early on all of us spent a couple 
of days at the Phil Oren fit clinics and Chally attended the 
advance clinic. In the early years we sent about 10 people to 
the clinics and this has been a focus for us working with the 
new staff on how to fit shoes and boots.”

And although today Carolyn  Crook says vendors’ online 
activities, as well as two Academy Sports in the area, are 
pulling sales away, the shop continues to thrive. 

“Much of our success comes from a team effort, looking 
at many different ideas within our staff and trusting each 
other to always do what’s in the best interest of the business, 

whether it is marketing, buying, managing or exploring new 
ideas,” says Sims. 

It may sound obvious to some, but it also proves that good 
old-fashion customer service still works. “The first and most 
important thing for us is to put the customer first and the 
staff we have are very good at making sure the customer is 
taken care of and knows what options they have so that they 
have a great experience on their trip,” says Crook. “When 
we started the business the customer and their needs were 
always our first concern and that hasn’t changed.” l

Solar panels and 
a curated retail 
selection, including 
a footwear section 
that accounts for 10 
to 20 percent of its 
business, make Pack 
Rat a local fixture in 
Arkansas.

RETAIL

http://www.outdoorinsightmag.com
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Sportsman’s Warehouse 
Goes Branded and Smaller.
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Under Armour Sees $10 
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Tony Armand, CEO of 
United Sports Brands

Armand is leading this new 

company, created after 

the April merger of Shock 

Doctor and McDavid and 

a management-led buyout 

with Bregal Partners. USB 

products are sold in more 

than 25,000 retail outlets 

in North America and in  

75 countries.

T he collective ‘Calls to Action’ have 
been sounded from all corners of the 
U.S. Americans need to move and 

participate in physical activities more. With 
rising healthcare costs, sedentary youth and the 
aging ‘Baby Boomer’ population, the health of 
today’s increasingly connected Americans and 
the entire sporting goods industry is at stake.

 Traction is taking hold with new strategies 
to combat the issue being laid out in 
Washington, New Orleans and Denver. Still, 
as Jim Baugh, the founder of nonpro�t PHIT 
America, relentlessly points out, this is not 
a one brand, one company or one industry 
dilemma. All must take heed. 

In Washington, D.C., U.S. Surgeon General 
Dr. Vivek Murthy has unveiled a national 
�tness program focused on walking that 
promotes both the activity and the concept 
of more walkable communities in America. 
A recent U.S. study contends 2 ½ hours of 
moderate weekly exercise can extend an 
individual’s life by more than seven years. 

Olympic so�ball champion Jennie Finch, 
speaking on a panel with NFL Commissioner 
Roger Goodell and orthopedic surgeon Dr. 
James Andrews, said, “Sport is the answer to a 
lot of problems we have in society today.”

 Companies are getting behind PHIT 
America’s Increase Participation Plan (IPP) 
and its joint initiative with the SFIA to award 
GO! Grants to communities with programs to 
get more than 50,000 children moving more in 
its �rst year. Still, more industry donations are 
needed for the initiatives second year in 2016. 

Saucony is continuing its decade-long 
mission to �ght childhood obesity, which has 
awarded more than $1 million to schools and 
community groups, with its latest round of 
Saucony Run For Good Foundation grants. 
Nike, among additional initiatives, is backing a 
Shape America (Society of Health and Physical 
Educators) enterprise that wants well-designed 
health and physical education programs in 
place that meet a guideline of 60 minutes of 
daily physical activity. 

�e Sports Authority is teaming with 
Under Armour to reward its loyalty rewards 
members for completing physical activity 
through the UA-owned MapMyFitness 
platform. �e �rst challenge, “Back on 
Track,” based on logging three workouts or 
10 miles in a week, has commenced. 

Maybe all Americans should commit to 
getting ‘Back on Track,’ for their own health 
and the health of the nation. n
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PRODUCTSHOWCASE

Baffin

ULTRALITE BOOTS
Baffin’s Ultralite boots are the evolution of winter foot-
wear, featured here is style Sage in Black/Red. Wa-
terproof and weighing under 2lbs, these boots feature 
a body-heat mouldable removable lining system, and 
Baffin’s proprietary AirGrip and Polar Rubber midsole/
outsole combination to keep you sure-footed regard-
less of the elements. 

DX3 FIELD #11016
Design, durability, comfort and value. Offers classic 
design, a U.S. Patented durable fiber reinforced poly-
resin case and a long list of performance features... a 
hardened mineral glass crystal, offset ergonomic crown, 
long lasting all-metal precision movement, 3 year 
battery, U.S. Patented heavy-duty DX3® Zulu B-TYPE 
nylon webbing band, and Swiss super luminous hands.

LOG CARRIER
Coghlan’s Log Carrier makes chopping wood and top-
ping up the fire easy and convenient. This large sturdy 
tote is great for transporting logs at the campsite, cot-
tage or home. The webbed nylon handle wraps around 
the whole bag spreading the load throughout which 
prevents wear and tear on the handle. 

HEADWEAR
Choas Headwear Alpin collection, a snowsport-
specific category. Alpin translates the authenticity of 
merino wool into a thoroughly modern, yet affordable, 
headwear collection for passionate winter sport enthu-
siasts of all ages. Clean lines, comfort, quality, value, 
and, above all, function are the hallmarks of the new 
Alpin collection.

CLASSIC MINGLE
Break the ice with this conversation starter. Warm tones 
mingle and mix in a blanket of pure softness. A great, 
classic marled look is rebuilt with updated sophistication 
and comfort. Available in 4 trend right color combinations 
; sizes Medium and Large. Contact us at 800.558.7760 
or get a good look at the new wigwam.com.

Bertucci Chaos

WigwamCoghlan’s Coghlan’s

POP UP RECYCLE BIN
Coghlan’s Pop-up recycle bin makes it easy to recycle 
on-the-go. This durable recycle bin folds small for 
easy storage, making it great for the campsite, cabin, 
or home. The bin is made of heavy duty tear resistant 
polyethylene and features a steel spring that pops up 
and holds its shape.

32 North

THE HIKE XP 
Dynamic hiking cleat, providing superior traction and 
stability in a variety of winter conditions. The Sur-
eFit™ binding system and contoured insole provide 
a secure fit. Replaceable cleats and tread pattern. 
www.stabilgear.com 

SORBOTHANE® MAXIMUM DUTY
Built to last, absorb shock and provide long-lasting 
comfort. Combines a molded air-infused foam base 
with heel cup and arch support and Sorbothane® 
inlays for shock absorbing comfort and impact 
protection. 

Sorbothane

INSPIRES EXTRAORDINARY POSSIBILITIES
EmbioZ Socks are created with the functional struc-
ture of the ankle and the surrounding muscles in mind. 
Special heel straps enhance sensory perception 
and improve balance. Distributed by LP Supports 
1-800-979-1932

EmbioZ Socks 

http://www.stabilgear.com
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Generating Interest

END INSIGHT

Recent data from the Sports & Fitness Industry Association (SFIA) shows that outdoor activities remain among the most aspirational fitness activities for many  
Americans. Among non-participants, outdoor activities rate very highly as activities Americans say they would like to participate in, but don’t. Here’s a snapshot 
of three different adult age groups and the top three activities that non-participants report that they aspire to participate in: 

Getting Aspirational Outdoor Consumers into Gear.

How to Get People Involved Participation Rate by Generation
Here are the top five ways aspirational participants say they would get 
involved as participants, according to SFIA research. Having “some-
one to take part with” is the leading factor.

Outdoor sports remain among the most popular physical fitness 
activities across age groups. The percentage of each generation 
who takes part in outdoor sports is detailed below.
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Source: 2016 SFIA Topline Report
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3. Swimming
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